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Abstract. This PhD project addresses data integration considering
data quality (freshness, provenance, cost, availability) properties in a
multi-cloud context. In fact, in a multi-cloud context, data is made avail-
able through a huge offer of services deployed on different clouds with
heterogeneous quality of service features. By users who thank to their
contracts with the clouds expressed by traditional SLA according to their
rights. Consequently, data integration in this context needs to take into
account these new constraints. The aim of our work is to revisit previ-
ously proposed data integration solutions in order to adapt them to the
multi-cloud context. Our solution consists in defining over the clouds a
layer that provides a reasoning on the best services combination that
meets services and user constraints and willings, the best way to deploy
the integration process. This layer should let further data integration
easier thank to the definition of a new kind of SLA called Integration
SLA. This paper gives a model-oriented vision of our proposal.
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1 Introduction

Our work addresses data integration considering data quality properties (fresh-
ness, provenance, cost, availability) and service level agreements (SLA). Existing
approaches - guided by heterogeneous data structures and formats, semantics
and integrity constraints - have already tackled quality issues. Furthermore, this
work explicitly considers infrastructure properties (reliability, computing, stor-
age and memory capacity, and cost) imposed by the multi-cloud context and data
providers quality to guide the integration process. In this new context, existing
solutions are not sufficient as they need an infrastructure over the clouds that
(i) allow services to express quality aspects; (ii) integration solutions to take into
account the huge service offer and the multi-cloud paradigm constraints/advan-
tages; and (ii) an intelligent entity to decide which services to select, where and
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in which conditions further integration demands could be treated using the past
integration experience. The objective is to customize data providers (services)
look up and the data integration considering different data consumers require-
ments and expectations depending on the context in which they consume data
(e.g., mobile devices with few physical capacities, critical decision making). Our
work relies on two assumptions: (1) the data integration process is totally or
partially externalized on different clouds that provide necessary resources under
different conditions (SLA); (2) data can be retrieved from several data providers
(i.e., services) with different quality properties.

Let us suppose that during Brazilian Olympic games in 2016, Lucas wants to
know two days in advance the weather forecast near his location to make deci-
sions about the events he wants to attend. According to the weather, OGApp is
an application that proposes possible matches in different stadiums with avail-
able seats (sunny seats or not, in the middle or in the sides, and on the side of
a specific team). Lucas has several preferences regarding privacy (i.e. he wants
his personal data to be anonymous), time, schedule, budget, cost (e.g., using
free data services or not). Several data provision and computing services can
be composed by OGApp to integrate data that can help Lucas to make his
decision. Furthermore, since Lucas often looks for data in his mobile devices
he is subscribed to several clouds to externalize “costly” processes (e.g., stor-
age of retrieved data, correlation and aggregation of data coming from different
providers, data transmission on 3G). OGApp will rely on the clouds to perform
the integration process for Lucas respecting his preferences and the conditions
of his subscriptions in the clouds. Suppose now that later Geraldine asks for
the same result as Lucas but her constraint is to obtain the results with a min-
imum cost. Using Lucas’ previous integration plan, the OGApp could be able
to answer partially her query. Consequently, the same integration plan could be
replayed. Thus, the data integration process becomes a combinatorial problem
where a query result is a data collection integrated by composing different data
providers and data processing (cloud) services that fulfill quality constraints and
SLAs specified by a data consumer. Given a user query, the integration process
deals with different matching problems: (i) matching the query and data provider
services - the data provider services should be able to produce a (complete or
partial) result for the query; (ii) matching the user preferences and the quality
guarantees provided by the data provider (iii) matching the user preferences and
user’s type of subscriptions - the user may have several subscriptions with differ-
ent clouds that should influence the way to choose the services according to the
cloud resources offered thank to user subscription; and (iv) the data provider
services and their type of subscriptions - the data provider services also have
subscription with the clouds, and this imposes to adapt the way the service is
delivered according to the resources to which it has access.

We assume the quality conditions that the user can expect from a service are
defined in service level agreements (SLA). In our context, we need to identify
which SLAs measures apply to the data integration process and how they should
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be taken into consideration for providing a final result that fulfills data consumers
requirements.

This PhD project proposes an approach for data integration guided by qual-
ity and SLAs partially or totally performed over a multi-cloud settings. The
originality of our approach consists in guiding and personalizing the entire data
integration process - while selecting, filtering and composing cloud services, and
delivering the results - taking into account (a) user preferences statements;
(b) SLAs exported by different cloud providers; and (c) QoS measures asso-
ciated to data collections (for instance, trust, privacy, economic cost).

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
related works. Section 3 gives an overview of our SLA-based data integration
approach. Section 4 describes the research plan, and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

Related works rely on four topics: (i) data integration and data quality in the
database domain; (ii) data integration approaches in the cloud and in service-
oriented contexts; (iii) query rewriting approaches; and (iv) service level agree-
ments for cloud computing.

Data integration has been widely discussed in the database domain. [10]
discussed theoretical aspects in data integration including modeling applications,
query evaluation, dealing with inconsistencies and reasoning queries. Moreover,
[9] reviewed several query rewriting approaches. [3] surveyed data quality aspects
in data integration systems. [11] presented a data quality broker that allows to
submit queries with associated quality requirements over a global schema and
to provide results according to them.

[6,8] performed data integration in service-oriented contexts, particularly
considering data services. However, they consider computing resources consump-
tion versus performance for guiding the data integration process. [12] proposed
an inter-cloud data integration system considering privacy requirements and the
cost for protecting and processing data. [11–13] tackled quality aspects of the
integration, but do not consider crucial aspects such as data consumers and data
providers requirements and constraints, the associated infrastructures and the
data quality itself.

As traditional databases theory, data integration on cloud and service-
oriented context deals with query rewriting issues. Existing works like [1,2,4,7]
have refered it as a service composition problem. Given a query, the objective
is to lookup and compose data services that can contribute to produce a result.
In general, these works must address performance issues, because they use algo-
rithms that can become expensive according to the complexity of the query and
on the number of available services. Although [1,4] have considered preferences
and scores to produce rewritings, the multi-cloud context introduces new require-
ments and constraints to the integration process. Currently, the approaches are
not sufficient to cover the new challenges. Thus, they should be revisited and
adapted in order to make the integration efficient in this new environment.
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Research contributions related to SLA in cloud computing concern (i) SLA
management; (ii) inclusion of security requirements on SLAs; (iii) SLA negotia-
tion; (iv) SLA matching; and (v) monitoring and allocation of cloud resources to
detect and avoid SLA violations. We strongly believe that SLAs can be used to
explicitely introduce the notion of quality in the current data integration solu-
tions. In this sense, the use of SLAs to guide the entire data integration in a
multi-cloud context seems original and promising for providing new perspectives
to the data integration problem.

3 An SLA-Based Data Integration Approach: A Model
Oriented Vision

To explain our solution, in this section we present a metamodel that depicts
implied entities and their relationship. Then a meta-process will introduce the
functionalities of the proposed solution.

According to our metamodel (Fig. 1), the Multi-Cloud is viewed as a set of
Cloud Infrastructures. Data producers and Data consumers subscribe to Cloud
infrastructures. Their subscription credentials are illustrated thanks to a SLA
(Consumer SLA or Producer SLA) defining what the Cloud infrastructure offers
to them through their subscription. Data are provided and consumed by Data
Producers and Data Consumers, respectively. The integration SLA is a new type
of SLA we introduce to reflect a multi-cloud contract between the user and the
implied services according to the constraints imposed by the environment.

The data integration meta-process (see Fig. 2) implies the entities presented
in the metamodel. It consists of three macro-steps. First, query management
activities to process the user query and preferences; second, SLA management
activities to enforce the SLA associated to the involved services, search and reuse
previous integration SLAs, and create a new one for the current request; third,
query rewriting activities [5] to search and filter data producers, to generate and
execute the integration plan, and to compute results.

The activities defined in our meta-process bring the following challenges to
our research:

1. SLA design. The issue is what are the important information that should be
inserted in the integration SLA to facilitate further integration? How these
information should be collected and stored during the integration to help next
integrations.

2. Integration reuse. How to exploit cleverly the past integration processes?
3. Rewriting process. How to optimize it to make the execution time viable?

Retrieving, integrating and delivering are tasks that requires a large amount
of resources and processing time. Thus, it is necessary to study a efficient
manner to make efficient the overall execution.
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Fig. 1. Data integration metamodel

Fig. 2. Data integration meta-process

4 Research Plan

We started proposing a query rewriting algorithm called Rhone. It serves as
proof of concept for the feasibility of our data integration process guided by
cloud constraints and user preferences [5]. The first results are promising: Rhone
reduces the rewriting number and processing time while considering user pref-
erences and services’ quality aspects extracted from SLAs to guide the service
selection and rewriting. Furthermore, the integration quality is enhanced, and
the integration total cost is reduced. For the time being, quality enhancement is
assessed through benchmarks and use cases deployed on an experimental multi-
cloud environment.

We are currently working on an SLA model for the integration process to
express the constraints and the quality feature of a previous data integration.
Other important research aspects are how to make efficient the rewriting process
by reducing the composition search space.
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5 Conclusions

This paper introduced a new data integration solution, adapted to the multi-
cloud context. The solution is described thank to a metamodel describing the
implied entities and a meta-process presenting the activities and the correspond-
ing challenges.
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